
A God 401 

Chapter 401: Break through immortality! 

"The next step is to break the shackles of the pronuclear, the ocean of communication laws, and the 

divine transformation to make me step into immortality." 

To achieve immortality, one must thoroughly master a down-line law. 

"I will use the law of origin of fire to break through immortality." 

On a desolate and dark planet, Wang Yi sat quietly on a peak, suddenly opened his eyes, and a flame of 

fire expanded rapidly from his pupils, as if burning everything. 

"Fire...this is fire!" 

Wang Yi smiled, and a sense of fulfillment filled his heart, which was a kind of satisfaction after 

perceiving a kind of "Tao" in the universe. 

At this moment, Wang Yi thoroughly understood all the mysteries of the law of origin of fire. 

"Boom!" The invisible connection instantly connects Wang Yi to the ocean of the law of fire that is the 

origin of the universe. In the ocean of the law of fire, the endless aura is directly transmitted. 

Everything is irreversible. 

And a huge figure rose from the other side of the planet, revealing a hideous head, that was the avatar 

of the Yanxing Giant Beast. 

The clone of the Void Zerg and the clone of Youhai are also ready at the same time. 

There is an Essence Orb in Wang Yi's body. However, when the Essence Orb absorbed the breath from 

the ocean of the Law of Fire, it instantly changed, and directly transformed into a human form—the 

appearance of Wang Yi! 

The Yanxing Giant Beast clone, the Void Zerg clone, and Youhaifen also have the pronucleus of life in 

their bodies. They also have a thorough understanding of the law of origin of fire, and the world in the 

body is connected to the ocean of the origin of the universe. The same is in their origin beads. The 

appearance of their bodies after appearing. 

Four primordial beads, break through together! 

Regardless of whether it is a warrior or a spiritual teacher, when breaking through the immortality, they 

all rely on the origin pearl to break through. 

"All directions are gone!" 

Behind the Yanxing Giant Beast appeared a terrifying phantom of the collapse of the universe, and its 

body blasted toward its extremely strong pronucleus like a meteor. 

"Peng!!" 
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The entire inner wall of the pronucleus shook suddenly, followed by the bang, which directly turned into 

powder. 

"Peng!" 

"Peng!" 

... 

The pronuclear shackles were broken one after another. At the moment without this layer of shackles, 

the four origin beads and the endless, law of fire ocean of the origin of the universe were completely 

connected in an instant, and the origin law of fire came directly and appeared in Wang Yi. Above the 

planet. 

"Boom..." The divine power of endless fire poured in madly, turning this place into a world of fire. 

"Here..." Wang Yi's human body, the Yanxing Giant Beast clone, the Void Insect Clan clone, and the huge 

Youhai body were all exposed to the power of fire. 

Some world masters have just stepped into immortality, which are ordinary immortality, so they only 

need a little divine power to transform the mighty divine body. 

And some extremely powerful world masters are immortal as soon as they step into them, and they 

need a lot more divine power, but generally they form a divine body with "one hundred thousand times 

the power of the world master". 

And Wang Yi, the divine body of the earth human deity alone, successfully cultivated 96 times the sixth 

calamity, and reached the full limit of the power of the beast god, and his life gene level was absolutely 

over 5000 times. His divine body of the earth human deity achieved... it was more than 5 The power of a 

billion times master! 

This has already surpassed the vast majority of Universe Masters, like Universe Masters whose life gene 

level is 10 times the power of the realm master. 

"Boom..." The divine power of endless fire poured in. A divine body with 500 million times the power of 

the world master, the divine power required is extremely astonishing. 

The avatar of the Void Zerg race is more than 90,000 kilometers tall, and the level of life genes reaches 

ten thousand times, and it needs more divine power! 

The avatar of the Yanxing Giant Beast has now become a giant over 900,000 kilometers in size, larger 

than a planet...The dark planet looks extremely small beside it. The divine power it needs is many times 

that of the human body! 

"Boom... Boom..." 

The most exaggerated is the sea of blood, which has a diameter of more than tens of billions of 

kilometers, and the level of life genes has reached perfection tens of thousands of times! The amount of 

divine power required for the divine body of a human cosmic master is less than one billionth of this 

blood sea! 



Stepping into immortality, the movement of supernatural power is generally very small. 

Just like the normal and immortal one who entered the universe, the movement is just that. 

However, Wang Yi’s movement into immortality is too great, thousands of times greater than the 

Venerable Invincible’s Stepping into the Universe. After all, he surpassed the Venerable Universe in 

terms of quality, and even surpassed the Venerable Human Universe in terms of quality. Billions of 

times. 

The power is terrifying, so that the entire starry sky is enveloped by the divine power of the law of fire. 

The coercion... is unbelievable, it has already surpassed the coercion manifested by the Venerable who 

has stepped into the universe. 

Over the planet, the universe seemed to be overturned, the ocean of endless laws seemed to be 

pouring, and the divine power of the sea poured into the void. This was obviously an external 

manifestation of Wang Yi's crazy absorption of endless divine power. 

The greater the movement, the more terrifying the strength is generally! 

On the planet, Wang Yi sits cross-legged, the human body has been transformed by the divine power, 

the soul imprint is integrated into every divine power, and every divine power is imprinted with his 

imprint, this is his divine power. 

A terrifying power permeated. 

This coercion! More powerful than ordinary cosmic monks! 

But above the starry sky, the endless divine power sea water still did not stop, as if the Tianhe River was 

inverted, countless sea water came from the void, madly rushing into the endless blood sea and the 

avatar of the giant flame star beast. For a while, it seemed to fall into the end of the world. 

The Nether Zerg clone, which is more than 90,000 kilometers high, has been transformed for the second 

time, and the whole body is filled with a vigorous aura that makes the stars tremble. In terms of the 

strength of the aura, it is even more exaggerated than the human body. 

"Aw..." In the poured endless divine power seawater, the Yanxing Giant Beast was suspended in the 

starry sky, its wings spread out, and its head raised up and roared in excitement. 

"The Yanxing Giant Beast clone has a talented secret method that can reach nearly a million kilometers 

of the divine body." Wang Yi felt the change of the clone's body, his eyes flashed, "but he can't use other 

secret methods to expand the divine body, so the limit of the Yanxing Giant Beast Is it nearly a million 

kilometers of divine body?" 

Although it is a bit regretful, Wang Yi can still accept it, which is what he expected. 

The **** body of a million kilometers is already against the sky. 

"Hahaha..." Wang Yi, the human deity standing above the planet, looked at the endless sea of blood. As 

the endless ocean of divine power fell, the sea of blood was gradually changing color. The ocean of 

blood that was originally monstrous was now turning to the color of the ordinary ocean. From fresh 



blood, to rich blood color, to light blood color, the further the blood color is, the lighter the blood color. 

The proportion of divine power in the entire ocean is getting higher and higher, in a frenzied 

transformation. 

Although the quiet sea is big, it still has an end. After a while, the entire blood sea was completely 

transformed into a real ocean of divine power. 

I saw endless sea water rippling in the monstrous ocean. The seemingly ordinary sea water is actually 

the "divine power" of the power of 1 billion world masters, and its power is unlimited. 

The endless secluded sea, with a diameter of 10 billion kilometers ~ www.mtlnovel.com~, the larger the 

volume, the faster it can absorb supernatural power. 

A human being two meters tall, and a world tree that is hundreds of millions of kilometers high, the 

speed of absorbing divine power is also over a hundred million times different. 

The speed of absorbing supernatural power alone is more powerful than a top-level original treasure! 

The energy required by the divine body of just over nine thousand kilometers...recovered by the endless 

secluded sea of "tens of billions of kilometers in diameter", and it can be fully recovered in just a few 

minutes. 

Wang Yi appeared above the endless secluded sea, overlooking all this, with a smile on his face: 

"Moreover, after stepping into the immortality, this endless secluded sea can become bigger again." 

However, this expansion will later rely on the endless secluded sea itself to slowly absorb the divine 

power. 

Stepping into immortality, you can completely transform into a divine body at one time, and get an 

endless supply of divine power. 

However, entering the Venerable, the Lord of the universe, there is no such good thing. How much will 

be transformed by then depends entirely on luck. 

At this point, Wang Yi has successfully stepped into immortality, and the next step is to build the 

kingdom of God. 

Chapter 402: Very tyrannical! 

Standing in the starry sky that had recovered calm, Wang Yi was full of smiles. 

"My current human divine body is more than 500 million times the power of the realm master." 

"The Yanxing Giant Beast clone is 1 billion times the mass of the divine body!" 

"The clone of the Void Zerg is one billion times the mass of the divine body!" 

"Youhai clone is also 1 billion times the mass of the divine body!" 

One billion times means not quantity, but quality. 

Just like the immortality of the king and the immortality of the prince, the difference between the power 

of the divine body is more than at least 10 times! 
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And the amount is the body shape, for example, the human body is less than two meters, and the Void 

Zerg clone is more than 90,000 kilometers. 

There is a huge gap in quantity! 

For example, burning the same amount of divine body to consume, Void Zerg clone can make the 

human body desperate. 

One billion times the power of the realm master, ordinary cosmic venerables can reach this level. 

Wang Yi is now only the power of the divine body, and the other three clones are no less inferior to the 

ordinary cosmic venerables, that is, the human body, which is only twice as short. 

"Adding the Amplitude Secret Technique, a hundred times the amplitude, the Void Zerg Clone and the 

Yanxing Giant Beast clone are 100 billion times the power of the realm master!" Wang Yi squinted his 

eyes. 

The normal peak of the king is 100,000 times the power of the realm master. 

And to break through to the Lord, the power of the divine body will be strengthened a hundred times, 

that is, ten million times the power of the realm master. 

Assuming that the Lord (overlord of the universe) can reach 100 times the genetic level limit of ordinary 

life, even if it is 1 billion times the power of the realm master! 

If the top universe overlord has a hundred times the genetic level, almost all of them can achieve a 

hundred times the amplitude, that is 100 billion times the power of the realm master! 

After all, Wang Yi's current divine body power plus the amplitude secret method definitely reached the 

level of the top cosmic hegemon. 

Who could have imagined that a realm master just broke through immortality, just so defying the sky? 

The gene level is tens of thousands of times the limit is perfect! 

The secret method of amplitude is a hundredfold! 

All reach the limit of the universe! 

And the reason why some cosmic hegemons are cosmic hegemons is generally because the law has a 

higher sense of perception and creates a stronger jerk! The surface aura alone is almost the same as 

that of some cosmic lords, so... if you are an unfamiliar cosmic overlord and don't actively reveal your 

strength, you can't judge the cosmic overlord. 

Not to mention, Wang Yi has mastered the ultimate secret of the Lord of the Universe! 

The old father of King Nightmare, the Venerable Huo Huo, is also the Supreme Venerable Universe. 

Wang Yi's current strength has surpassed that of Venerable Eclipse Fire. Later, when he encounters the 

annoying fellow of the Nightmare Candle King, he is not pleasing to the eye, and he can beat him as he 

pleases. 



Wang Yi smiled and said, "Furthermore, the two peak treasures, Jie Jia and Original Soul, can also be 

used." 

Jie Jia (original soul) is divided into three forms! The first form requires 100 million times the power of 

the master to drive it! After being driven, it can resist and weaken the material (soul) attack to the 

remaining one-thousandth! The soul attack was reduced to one tenth! And give users the power of 1 

billion world masters. 

The second form requires 100 billion times the power of the master to drive it! After driving, weaken the 

material (soul) attack to one ten thousandth! Soul attack is reduced to one tenth! And give users trillions 

of times the power of the master. 

The two are superimposed, and the power is stronger! Whether it is material defense or soul defense, it 

is second only to the most powerful treasures of this type! 

And most of the masters of the universe have no peak treasures, let alone precious souls! 

"With the robbery and the original soul, I am equal to two extra fortresses, whether it is material 

defense or soul defense, it can be extremely strong! In addition, my current cosmic hegemonic will! 

Even the master of the universe is very strong It's hard to kill me again." Wang Yi said inwardly. 

"I am facing the Lord of the Universe, so I don't have to worry about being controlled by my soul." 

After all, his consciousness of will has reached the level of the universe hegemon! 

Want to rely on the soul to control a universe overlord? This is too difficult... Even those universe 

masters who specialize in souls are almost impossible to turn a universe overlord into a slave! After all, 

there is not much difference between the will and consciousness of the two, and they can become the 

overlord of the universe, each of them is extraordinary, and the soul is controlled... almost dreaming. 

In addition, Wang Yi has the "Primitive Soul", the ultimate soul protection, and the possibility of the Lord 

of the Universe Soul controlling him is infinitely close to zero. 

As for the desire to use various soul methods to weaken the influence and then carry out erosion 

control? With Wang Yi's will, even though he is not an opponent, he can easily blew himself up before 

the erosion is successful. 

... 

The power of the divine body is comparable to the top cosmic overlord! Also has the super treasure 

Jiejia original soul guard! Coupled with the huge size of the divine body...I'm afraid that few universe 

overlords have such strong defenses. 

The law perception may not be high enough, but because of chance, he also created a master of the 

universe ultimate secret method, which greatly made up for the lack of powerful attacks on the treasure 

and the lack of power. 

Wang Yi estimated that his strongest clone plus the strength of a treasure is considered strong among 

the top cosmic hegemons, right? 

Of course this is just a calculation, he hasn't really fought, and he doesn't know it. 



Of course, he is not sure about the strongest in the universe. After all, the level gap is too large. Even if 

the venerable is against the strongest in the universe, even if he hides in the strongest treasure, he may 

be easily killed, let alone just two. A pinnacle treasure. 

If it were the Tongtian Pagoda, it would still be possible. 

Wang Yi glanced at the surrounding starry sky and let out a low voice. 

"The secret of talent, master time and space!" 

"Boom..." An incredible pressure came instantly and spread away. The vast area centered on Wang Yi 

seemed to be constrained by invisible power. It was a kind of complete control over the entire time and 

space! 

"This is mastering time and space." Wang Yi felt the feeling that everything around time and space was 

under control, and his eyes were amazed. 

Although the immortal level mastering the time and space talent secret method is still very fragile 

compared with the real master of the universe, it is a killer for those who have not mastered the time 

and space. 

"Even if the king is invincible, I am in the time and space area I control, I am afraid it will be very difficult 

to move. Of course, this is when they don't burn the divine body. But it is also very scary." Wang Yi's 

eyes showed excitement. "Furthermore, this is just my human body. Without burning the divine body... 

If it is a clone of the Void Zerg race, a giant flame star beast clone, or even a Nethersea clone, burning 

the divine body, and fully urges to master the secret method of time and space talent, then the mighty 

power is probably It can directly annihilate the immortal gods!" 

Mastering time and space, a terrible ability! Generally, only the master of the universe who fully 

understands the laws of time and space at the same time can master it! 

But now Wang Yi is only immortal, but he also mastered this heaven-defying ability. 

"With this, I can completely compare with the master of space and the master of time, and even 

suppress them!" 

Why can the insect-chasing king of the ancestral gods kill the cosmic Venerable? Isn't it that the life gene 

level is against the sky, and the secret of talent is against the sky? 

Wang Yi, it is the same now! And even more against the sky! 

Divine body strength! The secret of amplitude! Treasure! Talent secret! Secret method! Consciousness... 

etc. have reached or even surpassed the level of the Universe Venerable! 

That is, the level of law perception is still lower~www.mtlnovel.com~ The specific level can only be 

considered weak among the venerables. 

But this does not conceal Wang Yi's sturdy combat power! 

Not to mention, Wang Yi also has the most powerful secret "mirage world" that can be used at an 

amazing price! 



Now Wang Yi's strength has completely reached another level. 

... 

"Just become immortal, the inner world can still last for a while, but it can't be delayed for too long. 

After a long time, the inner world will gradually split and collapse." 

In the territory of human beings, within the territory of the Qianwu universe, there was a remote starry 

sky with few stars and stars, and there was a dead silence. Suddenly, the light of the kingdom of God 

was lit up, and Wang Yi walked out. 

"That's it." Wang Yi glanced around and smiled. 

A long time ago, Wang Yi had already selected a site for his kingdom of God. 

Chapter 403: Kingdom of God 

Behind is a pair of silver-gray wings (Chaos God Wings), wearing a robbery armor, and Wang Yi guarded 

by the original soul in his mind...or Wang Yi's clone of the Void Zerg, glanced at the void in front of him 

and swiped lightly, the space A big hole was cut out, and the space mezzanine could be seen inside. 

Wang Yi smiled slightly, and then went in without hesitation. 

   space mezzanine can be divided into thousands of layers. 

   The first layer is space debris. 

   The second layer is the kingdom of God. 

   The third layer is the space torrent layer... 

   In fact, this division is an ordinary immortal division. In the eyes of the real superpower, the space 

interlayer is an extremely wide layer. The closer you are to the original universe, the smaller the space 

debris. The farther away from the original universe, the larger the space debris! The deeper the 

mezzanine of space...the greater the threat. 

  Wang Yi directly entered the space torrent layer and continued to deepen. Generally, ordinary 

immortal gods might place the kingdom of God on the second layer of the kingdom of God, but for 

Wang Yi, the deeper the position of the kingdom of God, the safer it will be. 

  Like some super beings, maybe the kingdom of God was in the ‘country of gods’ when they first 

entered the immortality. As their strength increases, they will gradually move the kingdom of gods 

towards the depths. Move to the depths of the space torrent. 

   The location of the Kingdom of God is not fixed, it can also be moved. 

"brush!" 

   Chaos Divine Wing has supernatural power poured into it, and its power is immediately stronger, 

turning into a streamer to fly in the torrent of space. 

   A piece of space debris with a diameter of hundreds of billions of kilometers hits it like a huge 

piece of land, and Wang Yi has a hint of excitement in his eyes. 
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   "Boom!" 

   "Wow!" 

   is like a steel needle pierced into a piece of ordinary thin paper, and it is like a broken bamboo. 

   A big hole was directly knocked out by Wang Yi in the entire space debris, but Wang Yi felt a slight 

shock in his body, but nothing happened. He passed through the other side of the space debris. 

   It feels like a bulldozer hits a low earth wall, it doesn't hurt or itchy. 

And these huge space debris are flying at high speed. If the space debris with a diameter of hundreds of 

billions of kilometers before hits, it is equivalent to a huge land impact of hundreds of billions of 

kilometers. If it is subjected to this "impact force", even if the king is immortal. All have to be annihilated 

instantly. 

   "Whoo!" 

"brush!" 

  Wang Yi continued to fly, and along the way, he could see that some space debris had already been 

born on land and seawater. 

   But Wang Yi did not stop. The world in his body was at least one trillion kilometers in diameter, so 

he had to look for space debris with a diameter of more than one trillion kilometers in length, width and 

height to place. 

   As it continued to deepen, three days later, the space debris that Wang Yi encountered had 

reached the scale of trillions of kilometers in diameter, and some were even larger. Such a large piece of 

space, even if Venerable Universe is hit, the impact... Venerable Universe would be annihilated instantly. 

   Of course, Wang Yi wouldn't be afraid of it with Jie Jia. 

   Soon after, Wang Yi found a suitable target and stopped. 

   "Just this piece of space debris." 

   What appeared in front of Wang Yi was a piece of space debris with a maximum diameter of about 

13.7 trillion kilometers and a minimum diameter of about 6.5 trillion kilometers, which was enough to 

completely integrate the world in the body. 

   "Build the Kingdom of God!" 

   Wang Yi unfolded the wings of chaos behind him, his figure as steady as Mount Tai, standing like a 

**** and demon who created the world in the endless torrent of the universe, and began to arouse the 

world in his body. 

Suddenly an invisible energy burst out from the world in the body and directly locked onto the huge 

space fragments in the distance, whirring... a huge quadrangular world appeared in mid-air, one of 

which far surpassed the other three worlds, that is, the body of the Yanxing Giant Beast. world. 



   This world seemed to exist in the illusion, in another dimension, and began to gradually fly towards 

the huge space debris, and the space debris also flew over. 

   One virtual and one real. 

   gradually moved closer. 

   "Boom..." 

   The surrounding space trembled, and other space fragments were all avoided. The faint illusory 

world gradually merged with the huge space fragment and became stable. 

   Under Wang Yi's gaze, the four internal worlds began to merge and merge into one, and a vast and 

real world began to be born. After a while... the world that seemed to be illusory completely 

disappeared, leaving only the incomparably real world. 

  That is...the kingdom of God! 

  Wang Yi flew into the kingdom of God, the mighty kingdom of God was full of endless powers, and 

the edge of the kingdom of God was still expanding outward. 

   The endless secluded sea with a diameter of tens of billions of kilometers is here, but it is very 

inconspicuous. 

   "Temple, stand up!" A clear shout resounded through the kingdom of God. 

   "Wow..." 

   A large number of divine powers gathered in the sky, and a towering temple gradually took shape. 

This is a temple emitting dazzling fiery red light, filled with a strong smell of the law of fire, and quietly 

suspended in the quiet sea. 

   Wang Yi appeared at the top of the towering temple, closed his eyes, and felt everything in God's 

country. At this moment, he seemed to have transformed into the entire kingdom of God, and 

everything in the kingdom of God was in one heart. Very wonderful! 

   And the fusion of the four worlds made Wang Yi the kingdom of God just as it took shape, and it 

was comparable to the kingdom of many powerful cosmic lords! 

   At this time, a message flooded into Wang Yi's consciousness, making his brow twitch. 

   "Is the pronucleus that gave birth to the clone already integrated with the kingdom of God?" Wang 

Yi muttered. 

  In other words, Wang Yi's lifeblood has now become the kingdom of God, but this is also 

considered to be his expectation. 

   But to Wang Yi's surprise, the "world of time" has also been integrated into the kingdom of God, 

and it will become impossible to enter the world of time to avoid disasters in the future. 

   But the acceleration time is much more convenient, and there is the burden of the kingdom of God 

to consume. 



   More importantly, the integration of the time realm into the kingdom of God seems to enhance 

the defense and stability of the kingdom of God. As for how much it improves, Wang Yi doesn't know. 

   "Well, anyway, as long as the Kingdom of God is not found, it is impossible to destroy it." 

   "With my current strength, it can be regarded as some self-protection ability in the universe. As 

time passes, there will be fewer and fewer threats to me in the future." Wang Yi quickly relieved. 

  Wang Yi stood on the heights of the central temple of the vast Kingdom of 

God~www.mtlnovel.com~ Underneath was the boundless secluded sea, and his heart was full of pride. 

   "The Kingdom of God is complete!" 

   "I now have three avatars, each of which has reached ten thousand times the genetic level, and 

the divine body is huge. Once the divine body is burned, all the talents can be used to "master time and 

space" and "mirror world". What a terrible power that should be!" 

   Simultaneously display "Mastering Time and Space" and "Mirage World", and Wang Yi will use the 

ultimate secret method to rush and kill! 

   Even the sage can only be slaughtered! 

   "I now have the capital to gain a foothold in the universe." 

"However, the Tongtian Pagoda can only be activated by the Master of the Universe. The Colorful 

Aurora Lake is the strongest treasure. I am afraid that it will be difficult to control it with my current 

immortal strength. At least I can get the Venerable, and use the Colorful Aurora Lake in the primitive 

universe. Will cause big trouble!" 

   "At least you must have the main battle power of the universe to keep the Xeon Treasure!" Wang 

Yi knew very well that the Xeon Treasure is strong, but it must also be strong enough to be stable. 

   "The most precious treasures I can use now are Jiejia, Original Soul, Fire Conch Palace, Chaos 

Divine Wing, Lanxi Demon Axis, Zhenfeng Star Map...it's not too few." Wang Yi said with emotion. 

   "But I have four bodies. One sharing is not enough. I can only use it for the Void Zerg clone... In the 

future, it is best to match each body with the best treasure to form the strongest combat power!" 

   Wang Yi is ambitious. 

   "Continue to return to the ancestral gods, practice, and take treasures!" 

Chapter 404: Delivered by yourself 

"I have broken through immortality, and the next step is to increase my awareness of the law and break 

through the Lord." 

Inside the Tongtian Pagoda, the divine kingdom teleportation wave appeared, a dark red tall figure, like 

a dragon walking upright, covered in dark red scales, with a pair of wide wings behind it, a long one with 

the same scales. There are a few horns on the tail, but it is a "flaming star giant beast clone" that 

changes in shape. 
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   Whether it is the shrinking of the divine body or the ability to transform into a pronucleus, the 

Yanxing Giant Beast clone can easily change its body shape. 

  He appeared on an island, surrounded by the chaotic void, and above his head was the sea of law. 

   "Time accelerates!" 

   When Wang Yi's thoughts moved, the time in the surrounding space immediately changed greatly, 

just as the flow of water speeded up the flow, ten times, a hundred times, a thousand 

times...continuously increasing, until it increased to ten thousand times, and then it stopped. 

  Tongtian Pagoda also has a time-accelerated training auxiliary function, but Wang Yi did not have 

enough lifespan before, so he did not dare to use it at will, but now it has broken through to 

immortality, naturally there is no limit. 

   "Ten thousand times is enough now." Wang Yi secretly said in his heart that the upper limit of the 

time acceleration of the Tongtian Tower is not only ten thousand times, but every increase above ten 

thousand times, the consumption will also increase sharply. 

  The Yanxing Giant Beast sat down and felt the sea of laws and the special mysterious secret 

patterns of the Tongtian Pagoda. 

   "Speak up to the Lord first." 

   And the human deity took the other clones back to Bauhinia Island to continue cultivating, and 

constantly increased his understanding of "the way of the beast gods". After all, the more the ways of 

the beast gods... the attainments of the law of fusion are also helpful. 

   What's more, the wool of the ancestral gods is still not clean. 

  …… 

   Ancestral God Sect, Bauhinia Island, Wang Yi’s castle. 

   "Congratulations, master, break through immortality!" Wang Yi's group of immortal servants 

reverently said in unison. 

   "Hahaha..." Wang Yi also smiled. 

   Break through immortality, giving him more confidence to face the wind and rain in the universe. 

   "Now I have broken through immortality, but immortality is by no means my end, I want to break 

through the Lord as quickly as possible!" 

"Huh! Those alien races thought I was a realm master and wanted to offer a reward to assassinate me. I 

will give them a big surprise then!" A cold light flashed in Wang Yi's eyes, and then he smiled and said, 

"Today is a happy day. We all have a good meal together!" 

Wang Yi began to celebrate with a group of immortal servants. The only two who could not be immortal 

were Elizabeth and Natia, the mother emperors of the Zerg clan, but the kings also knew that they were 

deep. I don't care about being favored by Wang Yi. 



  Wang Yi is happy here, but some people are in a bad mood. 

   Thousands of kilometers away from Wang Yi Castle, another strange-looking black pyramid-like 

mansion, "Venerable Qitong" with a gloomy face returned here again, full of unwillingness. 

   "I am really a crow's mouth. I was thinking about assassinating this Wang Yi and let me come... I 

didn't expect it to come." 

   "Dignified alliance, so many sages, it is me!" 

  Venerable Qi Tong was very angry. 

   But it also understands that, in fact, it is to blame itself. 

   "I knew it a long time ago, I won't talk about Wang Yi as the master of the world." Venerable 

Qitong regretted a little. 

   The three pinnacle races of Zerg, Demon, and Machine are all anxious this time. It is so terrifying 

that Wang Yi is still the master of the world, and it will be difficult for them to assassinate again when 

they become the Venerable Universe. 

   No one doubts, even other cosmic superpowers such as the monster race and the prison race 

believe that if no one hinders the growth of the Hunter King, then in the future will definitely be a super 

power in the human race, a terrible existence! 

   It’s hard to say that it takes the most time. 

   So, you have to kill it before it is really strong! 

  The monsters, zergs, and machine races have complicated methods, but Wang Yi is now in the 

ancestral home of the gods, so they can use very few methods, and no other powerful methods can be 

used. 

   can only order some powerful inheritors to kill Wang Yi. This is their only way at the moment. 

  The ancestral gods teach the important land, do not trespass, the peak tribes such as the monsters 

would rather let Wang Yi become a super power, and they are unwilling to send super beings to trespass 

the ancestral gods’ important land, otherwise the consequences will be serious. 

This time they finally made up their minds to do it. Venerable Qitong is the unlucky person of one of the 

mechanical clan alliances. In fact, both the Zerg and the Yao clan have their own arrangements, and they 

have arranged for a Venerable within the Patriarchal Sect to assassinate Wang Yi. , But also to appease 

them, even if they die, they will reverse the time and space to resurrect and compensate them. 

   But these venerables are totally unwilling, who likes to risk offending the ancestors, the greatest 

power in the universe, to assassinate a world leader inheritor. 

   Yaozu, they are not willing to take the risk of offending the Ancestral God Sect to assassinate an 

inheritor, then those who offend the Ancestral God Sect will become them, but even if they know, these 

venerables have nothing to do. This is the sorrow of the weak. 



  Because even if he is dead and resurrected, he will never be able to go to that ancestral sect and 

lose the opportunity to receive inheritance. 

  Venerable Qitong blames himself on himself. In the other direction, the palace of the Immortal 

Inheritor of the Zerg Alliance, and the other Venerable "Jeguang Venerable" of the Zerg Alliance is not in 

a good mood. 

   That is a strong alien with a stratum corneum all over his body, wearing a mask, and an ancient 

black armor, from the Kong* clan of the Zerg Alliance. It is equivalent to the ethnic group of Hongmeng 

attached to human beings. 

   The Zerg Alliance reacted as soon as it received the news, and quickly chose the Venerable 

"Jeguang Venerable" who is most suitable for assassination in the Patriarchal Cult, and they all have one 

thing in common, that is, they are good at the way of the soul! 

   Venerable Jueguang’s indifferent eyes stared at the human castle in the distance, "The human 

being has just received an inheritance, and he has stayed in his castle." 

Venerable Jueguang frowned slightly ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Every palace on Bauhinia Island is the site of 

each inheritor. It is the only place where the inheritor has absolute control. Other inheritors are 

prohibited from trespassing. Being attacked by Wucai Aurora Lake, it was instantly annihilated. So I can't 

trespass at all, I can only wait for the human to come out. " 

   This is the dumbest method and the best method, which is to wait quietly, wait for the human 

beings to take the initiative to come out of the mansion, and then perform the lore. 

   This is also the method adopted by the three pinnacle groups after research. 

   Sit back and wait for the rabbit! 

   Thousands of kilometers away from Wang Yi Castle, another mansion palace of a certain inheritor 

of the Demon League, there is also a dim figure looking at the lakeside castle. 

   "The Sirius Lord of the Monster Race Alliance asked me to soul control Wang Yi, the human being. 

Once his soul is controlled, then the possibility of human beings reversing time and space and 

resurrecting him will be eliminated." 

   Of course, if you can't control your soul, you will kill it directly. 

  Because the Lords of Sirius, who are standing at the pinnacle of the universe, judged that the 

human hunter must have had some very special encounters. The more special the encounters, the 

greater the price paid for reversing the space-time resurrection. 

   is so special. The cost of resurrecting him is probably higher than that of the general cosmic 

venerable. Maybe the cost of resurrecting him is comparable to the cost of resurrecting the universe 

overlord. 

   "So soul control is the first choice... Killing is the second choice!" 

   The figure of the alien beast that seemed to gather in mud, recalled the cold words of the Lord of 

Sirius at the time, and fell silent. 



Chapter 405: You guys come to be funny 

Inside Wang Yi's castle. 

   "Since we have broken through immortality, let's go to the place of treasure." Wang Yi was itchy, "I 

don't know how many treasures can be obtained from the ancestral gods." Wang Yi is very short of 

treasures. After all, he has four bodies. 

   Four places where the inheritors of the Ancestral Spiritual Religion can enter, the place of 

inheritance, the place of treasure, the world of glory, the place of secret realm... Except for the place of 

treasure, other Wang Yi has already contacted. 

   Wang Yi also has some expectations for this place that is known as the most treasured treasure of 

the ancestral gods. 

   When Wang Yi went out, in addition to the three Venerables sent by the Machine Race, the Zerg 

Race, and the Monster Race, there were other superpowers who were watching in silence. They didn't 

intervene, but they didn't mind watching a battle. Those forces had already guessed... the mankind has 

produced a peerless enchanting genius, and the adjacent three peak races will certainly not just watch 

the Hunter King grow up. 

   The three venerables, including Venerable Qitong and Venerable Juguang, who can easily see the 

Hunter King’s castle, as well as the strong from other forces, all have good patience. 

   "It didn't take long for the Hunting God King to accept the inheritance, so it shouldn't come out like 

this." Many people have been prepared to wait for a long time. 

   "I am ordered by the ethnic group to monitor the actions of the Hunter King." Someone thought. 

   "Wait!" The three Venerable Qitong, including Venerable Qitong, were not in a hurry at all. 

   But they didn't know that Wang Yi has a time world. Even if he didn't have enough life span before, 

it would still be possible to perceive it for thousands of years... so Wang Yi's perceptual speed far 

exceeded their imagination. 

   Now that he has broken through immortality, Wang Yi has no life limit, and he can squander at 

will. The speed of understanding the law will only increase. 

"Um?" 

   "Someone has come out of the castle." 

   Many super powers who were watching nearby and those who wanted to watch the excitement all 

discovered this scene for the first time. 

   "The Hunting King came out?" Venerable Qitong, Venerable Jueguang, and the muddy Venerable 

were also excited. 

   At the gate of the castle, came out a human figure wearing a dark red battle armor, and even his 

face was covered by a helmet. 
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   "Identities have been exposed, they are all so hidden." Venerable Jueguang laughed in his heart, 

but at the same time he couldn't help it. "Since you are out, then don't go back." Venerable Jueguang 

vented the anger of being forced to execute the order on the Hunting King. 

   A dignified person who actually wanted to die with a realm master in the Patriarchal Cult, he felt 

sad. 

   "Today you must die, King of Hunting." Another Venerable who looked like a muddy figure stood 

up silently and disappeared instantly. 

  Venerable Qitong hesitated for a moment, sighed low, and got up, the Alliance’s command, it could 

not resist at all, and could only accept it. 

   The three venerables have in common that they are not the venerables of the Zerg tribe and other 

peak tribes. Obviously... the Zergs deliberately do this and use the foreign venerables as cannon fodder. 

  Wang Yi smiled and walked out the door, but in his heart he secretly said: "I don't know, when will 

those alien races assassinate me." 

   Wang Yi is now more famous than Luo Feng. 

   said it was a famous universe, and it is not an exaggeration to let the master of the universe look at 

it. 

   Such a peerless genius with unlimited potential does not know what methods all parties will use to 

assassinate him. 

   Northern Xinjiang Alliance, Prison Alliance, Nine Regions Alliance and other inheritors who 

received high-level orders to collect information are also in their respective residences, staring at the 

castle of the Hunter King. 

   When I saw Wang Yi stepping out and heading towards the island owner’s palace, I felt refreshed. 

   "The Hunter King has left the mansion!" 

   Under the gaze of many inheritors from all quarters, Wang Yi just walked out of the castle a few 

steps. 

   No warning! 

   A huge figure suddenly appeared in front of Wang Yi. It was a strange beast with mud all over his 

body. A pair of ordinary gray eyes appeared to be dull, but at this moment a terrifying murderous intent 

broke out. 

   "Boom!" 

   This strange beast pounced directly on Wang Yi without hesitation! 

   The speed is extremely fast! 

   At the same time, its body surface instantly burst out a breath that made the surrounding world 

tremble, and its breath instantly exploded thousands of times. 



   Burning God Body! 

"Um?" 

As soon as Venerable Jueguang and Venerable Qitong appeared teleported, they could not help being 

surprised when they saw the figure of the mud monster erupting in front of the burning divine body. 

   "Is that Venerable Swamp?" 

   They also saw each other, but they didn't have time to think about it. A flicker had appeared 

thousands of kilometers away. 

   Although Wang Yi had been mentally prepared for a long time, he was also a little surprised when 

he was attacked by a venerable person when he left the house. 

   "Is it really here?" 

   Wang Yi reacted faster than Venerable Jueguang and Venerable Qitong. He didn't fight against 

Venerable Swamp Erosion either, a pair of gray chaotic wings spread out behind his back, and his figure 

flashed back quickly. 

   "Dead!" Venerable Marsh Etcher's eyes were full of madness. Since he had already burned the 

divine body to take action, how could he let Wang Yi escape. 

   "Boom!!!" 

   An imaginary divine power instantly penetrated into Wang Yi's mind. With the burning of the 

divine power, this imaginary divine power wanted to forcibly control Wang Yi. 

   In the distance, Venerable Jueguang, Venerable Qitong, and many inheritors are watching this 

scene. 

"Unexpectedly, both Venerable Swamp Etch and Sovereign Jueguang came to assassinate the Hunter 

King." In the distance, the only eye among the three-headed Venerable Qi pupils appeared expectantly, 

"Let’s take a look first. If someone can kill the Hunting King, I don’t need to act." 

   "Venerable Marsh Etcher actually made a move!" 

   "Venerable Swamp Etch is a venerable who is very good at soul attacks. Suddenly he shoots and 

burns the body again. The Hunter King is now in danger." 

   "The Hunter King is in big trouble now!" 

   "I don't know if the Hunter King can survive this wave of attacks." 

  Wang Yi, who was facing the threat of Venerable Mushroom at the scene, gave a cold snort in his 

heart. 

   Universe Venerable and Immortal, there are totally two levels. 

   The difference in power alone is usually hundreds of times! Coupled with the huge gap in the 

perception of the law! In addition, there is a gap in the profoundness of the secret technique created... 

the strength is at least thousands of times or more different~www.mtlnovel.com~ So even if the King of 



Barking Mirror and King of Insects, they rely on the secret technique of talent to defeat the sky. Ordinary 

Universe Venerable. If they don't have the talent for the secret technique...they are slightly dominant in 

the divine body, but the huge gap in the perception of the law will make them defeated. 

   If Wang Yi was still the master of the world, it would definitely be difficult for him to make it 

through with the full force of the sacred body burned by Venerable Marsh Etcher. 

That imaginary divine power invaded, but Wang Yi is so strong at this moment that he can’t be tempted 

at all. There is no way, this imaginary divine power can only choose to forcefully shake... But Wang Yi has 

already taken the “primitive soul” to the pinnacle. The refining of the treasure is placed deep in the soul, 

and the invading virtual divine power is like a breeze blowing on the city wall, without any ripples. 

   "What? Control failed?" 

   A hint of surprise flashed in the eyes of Venerable Marsh Etcher. 

   It is the Venerable Universe. It burns the divine body and uses the soul secret method. Even the 

other Universe Venerables will be affected, but the Hunter King is controlled, and there is no trace of it 

being affected. 

   Venerable Marsh Etcher didn't know why, suddenly he had an ominous premonition. 

   "Swipe! Swipe! Swipe!" 

   "Haha!" Under the amplitude of the wings, Wang Yi's speed was astonishingly fast and weird and 

changeable, and Venerable Marsh Etcher didn't catch up for a while. 

   Wang Yi's mocking voice came, "I want to kill me with this strength? I think you guys are here to 

make fun, right?" 

Chapter 406: Licking hard, but still unable to lick 

Wang Yi didn't choose to fight against Venerable Swamp Etc. He didn't want to expose his true strength 

on Bauhinia Island right now. 

   So he controlled the first pair of "Chaos Divine Wings", the first pair of winged treasures, and used 

the horrible body technique, all of a sudden, leaving Venerable Marsh Etcher behind. 

   The many inheritors from all sides who were watching in the distance were also very surprised. 

   "Venerable Marsh Etcher's soul attack failed! The Hunter King actually held it!" 

   "Venerable Swamp Erosion has already burned the divine body, and a realm master of the Hunter 

King can carry it! There must be a treasure on the Hunter King!" 

   "Boom!" 

   The colorful Aurora Lake above Zijing Island, which had always been quiet, shook violently, and at 

the same time, aurora swooped down quickly. 

   Obviously, Venerable Marsh Etcher’s attack on the other inheritors on Bauhinia Island has violated 

the rules of the Ancestral God Sect and will face the obliteration of the colorful Aurora Lake. 
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   However, Venerable Marsh Etcher had no way out. It burned the divine body, stared at the ghostly 

human being, and suddenly opened its mouth. 

   Wow! The huge surface is full of muddy tongues, like a curtain of heaven and earth, covering Wang 

Yi directly with lightning speed! 

   This is a trick of his innate secret technique. His tongue has an extremely terrifying corrosive 

power. Even the Universe Venerable Divine Body of the same level cannot withstand the erosion of his 

tongue. 

  Although Wang Yi has entered immortality and his wings are fast, how can he compare to the 

attack speed of a cosmic Venerable who burns a god? 

   And he didn't mean to burn the divine body, and watched indifferently as Venerable Swamp spit 

out his huge tongue and curled himself up. 

"Dead!" The Venerable Swamp Eroder didn't care about the colorful aurora above his head. At the 

moment when Wang Yi was engulfed, a terrible erosion force acted on the "Chaos Wings" and "The 

Purgatory God Armor", "Purgatory God" "A" is a top heavy treasure, with amazing material. Even if 

Venerable Swamp Erosion burns the divine body and uses the innate secret method, it still cannot 

corrode this top heavy armor, but the armor cannot completely offset the amazing corrosive power. A 

considerable part of the corrosive power is through the armor. Corroded to Wang Yi's body. 

   If it is an ordinary world master, no matter how strong it is, facing this terrifying corrosive power, it 

will be wiped out in an instant, even if the king is immortal, it will not survive. 

   "Chichi~~" Wang Yi's divine body began to melt, but the speed was very slow. 

   "Boom!" 

   In addition to erosion, the tongue is more like a slap made of a damp cloth, and the tongue is like a 

curtain, slamming down. 

   "If you can't lick it, just come hard?" Wang Yi watched the tongue hit, but such a thought came to 

his mind. 

   "Boom..." 

Even if the divine body reaches more than 500 million times and there is a purgatory divine armor body, 

the strength of the divine body of Venerable Swamp is definitely not lower than that of Wang Yi's 

human divine body. How terrifying is the impact of the lashes contained in the tongue, that is. Even if 

the power of a cosmic venerate after burning his divine power is partially offset by the divine armor, it is 

still terrifying. Wang Yi's divine body was shaken to pieces in an instant, and 90% of it was annihilated, 

but a part of it remained. 

   "What? Isn't this dead? No! He is not the landlord!" 

   Not only Venerable Marsh Etcher noticed something wrong, but other inheritors in the distance 

also discovered Wang Yi's anomaly. 

   "The Hunter King is not dead yet!?" 



   "Wait, this is not the body of the master!" 

   "The immortal body! The immortal body of the immortal god!" 

   Many strong people recognized it, and their hearts were shaken. 

   "Isn't it said that the Hunting God King is just the master of the world? When did he step into 

immortality?" 

   Before Venerable Marsh Eroder would issue a second blow, a greater shock took place, and Wang 

Yi's divine body within the armor quickly recovered, rushing, and in an instant, it was restored to its 

heyday, and his aura was still so strong. 

   "Huh!" Wings flickered, and his figure flickered. Wang Yi was already far away from Venerable 

Marsh Etcher. 

   has three huge divine bodies as a supplement, and the clone of the Void Zerg has been kept by his 

side but has not been released. It is very difficult to completely annihilate Wang Yi's divine body. 

   "Nothing happened at all?" Venerable Swamp was in disbelief. 

   "Wow!" "Wow!" "Wow!" "Wow!" "Wow!" "Wow!" At this time, the colorful aurora fell quickly. 

   is like a stream of shining arrows, even the surrounding space is completely locked, the Venerable 

Swamp Etcher wants to teleport and escape too late, this is the range controlled by the Colorful Aurora 

Lake. 

   Similarly, he has lost his last chance to kill Wang Yi. 

   "The mission failed!" 

"Hahaha..." Venerable Swamp Etched raised his hair and roared frantically, his eyes fixed on the falling 

colorful aurora. " 

   Wang Yi stayed in the distant void, watching this scene happen coldly. 

   The beautiful aurora flew down like a meteor shower, and the scene was extremely spectacular. 

   The aurora was originally over 10,000 kilometers long, but it kept shrinking as it fell, and in the end 

it was as thick as an arrow with a handle. 

  噗! puff! puff! puff! puff! puff! 

Numerous aurora instantly penetrated the body of Venerable Mushroom, like ten thousand arrows 

piercing through the body, and Venerable Mushroom’s body was like a bubble, disappearing in an 

instant, followed by a blink of an eye, even the remaining little body. Also completely annihilated. 

   "Huh!" 

   Then, the colorful aurora flew high again... 

   Everything returned to calm. 



   And the surrounding is deadly silent. 

"died!" 

   "Venerable Marsh Etcher is dead!" 

   Venerable Jueguang, Venerable Qitong, and the inheritors of various forces, saw the scene just 

now, and their hearts trembled. 

   also looked at the Hunter King floating in the air. 

   Sovereign Marsh Etcher... died. 

   And that human being is still alive. 

   "The Hunter King, has entered immortality." 

   This idea emerged in the minds of many powerful people. 

"Even the Venerable Swamp Etch can't kill the Hunter King so desperately, is still dying under the 

colorful Aurora Lake, who can kill him?" Thinking of the string of aurora just now, an instant annihilated 

one The scene of Venerable Universe after the burning of the divine body made many strong people feel 

terrified. 

   "The Hunter King actually broke through!" 

"The Hunter King originally had the ability to kill the king's limit. Once it breaks through the immortality, 

at least it must have the strength of an ordinary cosmic Venerable? Just now, the Marsh Venerable 

burned his body and desperately attacked the Hunter King, but the Hunter King's body was 

instantaneous. Recovery shows that the current strength of the Hunter King is unfathomable." 

  Some strong people secretly said. 

   Immortal Venerable War, and only those who are the most genius and most enchanting in 

immortality can do it. 

   "Venerable Marsh Etcher died a bit wronged, who could have expected the Hunter King to break 

through silently, there is no wind at all." Some strong men said with emotion. 

  Venerable Qitong is also a little dazed. It just discovered that the Hunter King is the master of the 

world. It hasn’t been long since, why did humans break through? 

   This is too coincidental, right? 

  Venerable Qitong hesitated. Now that the Hunting God King has broken through and has 

preparedness, it is even more difficult to kill him. 

   Things that Venerable Marsh Etcher cannot do, he doesn't think he can succeed. 

   And the fate of Venerable Swamp Etcher just now is vivid, if he can kill the Hunting King, it’s 

nothing more than that, if he can’t, wouldn’t it be dead in vain? 



   At the same time, the news of the Hunting King’s breakthrough to immortality has spread to all 

forces at the fastest speed. 

Chapter 407: Rumors 

"call!" 

Wang Yi's figure appeared at the place where Venerable Swamp-Eater died just now, and he 

conveniently put away the treasures he left behind and the World Ring, but Mr. Swallow-Eater knew he 

was going to die. Some precious treasures have long been placed in other places, among the leftovers. 

Not a single piece of treasure. 

   "The attack by the Master Swamp Etcher just now was really terrifying." At this moment, Wang Yi 

also sighed. 

   If he burns the divine body and resists it, if he does not burn the divine body, it is equivalent to use 

the divine body to resist. If it weren't for the "Purgatory Divine Armor" is the top heavy armor, his divine 

body is of high quality, and it will definitely be completely annihilated in an instant. 

   Wang Yi looked around. 

   Everything returned to calm. 

   The colorful aurora above Bauhinia Island are still flying peacefully, and in front of Wang Yi Castle 

on Bauhinia Island, even the damaged land instantly recovered intact. It's like a mysterious power 

recovering all of this. 

   On Bauhinia Island, dense figures have appeared at this moment. Almost all the inheritors from all 

races in the universe have left the mansion and surfaced in the air, looking at the direction of Wang Yi's 

castle. 

"What happened just now?" Most people didn't see the scene just now, they just felt the energy 

fluctuations caused by the burning of the divine power of Venerable Marsh Etcher, and the space 

tremor caused by the aurora descending from the colorful aurora lake, and they realized something was 

wrong. Just came out to check. 

   "Venerable Swamp Etcher just attacked and killed the King of Hunting, and the colorful Aurora 

Lake came and killed Sovereign Swamp." An insider explained. 

   "Why is there nothing wrong with the Hunter King?" 

   "You don't know yet, the Hunter King is immortal." 

"what?" 

The voices of excited conversations of foreign races continued to be heard in other places in the 

distance. The Hunter King is now a peerless genius of the famous universe. He has just entered the land 

of inheritance and earned a huge amount of glory in more than 6.8 million battles, making countless 

inheritors jealous. The human peerless figure has stepped into immortality without a word, and has 

caused a venerable assassination to return without success, and he is safe and sound? 
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   just then. 

   A powerful coercion suddenly came. 

   All the inheritors trembled involuntarily and raised their heads. 

   I saw a dragon-like body covering tens of thousands of kilometers, with huge wings spread out, and 

the dragon head protruding out, overlooking below, immediately causing countless inheritors to land 

down, all respectfully saluting: "Island Lord." 

  The person who came is the beast **** of Bauhinia Island’s protector! 

The voice of the owner of the Bauhinia Island rumbling through the entire island, "Unexpectedly, there 

is a cosmic deity who has come to assassinate the Hunter King, and dare to assassinate my ancestral 

gods, huh, it is really courageous, and nakedly violate the orders of my ancestral gods, and they should 

die forever. Fall!" The guardian beast god's voice boomed, "Even if this Venerable Swamp Eroder is 

resurrected by reversing the time and space, my ancestor **** will definitely chase him down!" 

   The words of the owner of Bauhinia Island changed the colors of many inheritors. 

   is too cruel. 

   It doesn’t count if you die once, but if you are resurrected, you still want to kill? 

This Venerable Swamp is really unlucky... Numerous inheritors mourned for Sovereign Swamp, and 

offended the Patriarchal Cult, the most powerful force in the universe. Unless they hide in a dark corner 

forever, if they are found out, they will be chased by the Patriarchal Cult. To kill, there is no doubt that 

he will die. 

   Other forces can't intercede for Venerable Marsh Etc. After all, this is a flagrant violation of the 

ancestral cult's prohibition, which completely annoys the ancestral cult, and there is no room for 

maneuver. 

Of course, some inheritors talked with each other through voice transmission, "What's going on? Didn’t 

the Venerable Swamp Etch assassinate the Hunter King? In the history of the Patriarchal Sect, there 

have been killings among the inheritors, but none Seeing that the ancestors of the gods are chasing and 

killing them. Even the Venerable Swamp Eroder will be resurrected in the future, and he will be chased 

and killed. This is really..." 

   "You don't understand this? Obviously, the ancestors of the gods treat the human hunting king 

specially, you have not seen... how partial is the ancestors of the gods to the insect king? Now he is also 

partial to the hunting of the gods!" 

   The guardian beast **** lowered his head and looked at Wang Yi, his voice was much softer. 

   "The Hunting King." 

   Wang Yi bowed and saluted the beast **** in the sky: "Island Lord." 



   Guardian Beast God said: "You can practice on Bauhinia Island without worry. You are the inheritor 

of my ancestral sect. In the mysterious realm of ancestors, you are naturally protected by our ancestral 

sect, and no one can hurt you." 

  The Guardian Beast God looked around and said, "The same goes for everyone else. As long as they 

are inheritors, our ancestral gods will be treated equally...Anyone who messes around on the ancestral 

gods Bauhinia Island will be punished by the ancestral gods." 

   "Yes." Countless inheritors bowed. 

   Then the guardian beast **** in the sky disappeared out of thin air. 

   While the other inheritors saw that there was no excitement, they also dispersed afterwards. 

   "Is this going away?" Wang Yi blinked. "Although I have been treated a little bit specially, the Insect 

Chaser was bestowed two treasures by them...I have broken through immortality, but I haven't been 

granted it yet." 

   Wang Yi said inwardly, "I guess the ancestors are still waiting and watching." 

  The King of Insects is a free and unique life, without background and entanglements with other 

forces. It is completely loyal to the ancestral religion, so the ancestral religion is naturally more 

important. 

   However, Wang Yi is of human origin and has a human background. It is estimated that the 

ancestors are also considering how to treat him. 

   Unless Wang Yi manifests a higher value, the ancestors will naturally draw in. 

  Wang Yi no longer thinks about the thoughts of the ancestral gods. 

   "This attack is over, and everyone knows my breakthrough to immortality. I believe that in the 

future, all forces will use more powerful means to assassinate me." 

  Wang Yi didn't intend to hide his breakthrough to immortality, no need. 

   As long as the parties don't know their hole cards, how many come like Venerable Swamp, they 

will die. 

   What he cares about is the threat of the Lord of the universe, the strongest person in the universe. 

   Wang Yi took another look at the surrounding mansions~www.mtlnovel.com~ He knew that many 

people were watching. The scene just now must have fallen into their eyes and reported to the forces 

behind it. 

   "Swipe!" Wang Yi directly teleported and left here. 

   The news that Wang Yi broke through the immortality and was still intact after being attacked by 

the Venerable by suicide swept through the entire ancestral cult at an extremely violent speed and 

spread to the entire universe. 

  …… 



   In the starry sky, the time and space of a party that was enveloped by endless flames of power, an 

angry roar that made the time and space of one party tremble, the Sirius Lord who assassinated the 

highest person in the Sirius Palace just got the news. 

   The assassination failed! 

   Venerable Marsh Eclipse is a member of the Monster Race Alliance, and even the assassination 

member selected by the Lord of Sirius himself this time. 

"The Hunter King has stepped into immortality?" The Lord of Sirius burst into flames all over his body, 

making hundreds of millions of miles of starry sky tremble. The Hunter King can't kill him! Let me 

resurrect him... this kind of useless waste should die forever!" 

That's how it is said, but the Lord of Sirius understands that Venerable Swamp must be resurrected, and 

compensation must be made, otherwise the clan forces of other vassal monster races will be chilled, and 

the responsibility will ultimately fall on Lord Sirius. On the head. 

   "Asshole! That human being has stepped into immortality!" The Lord of Sirius walked around the 

palace irritably, thinking about the next way to deal with the Hunter King. 

   And this news also spread to the human race, the machine race, the zerg race, the prison race, the 

Jiujiang Alliance... and other forces at the same time. 

Chapter 408: Place of treasure 

Wang Yi teleported and appeared at the fountain in front of the palace of the owner of Zijing Island. As 

soon as he took a step, he walked directly into the fountain screen and disappeared. 

As the teleportation was completed, Wang Yi appeared on the top of a mountain. Looking at it from a 

distance, he saw that the peaks were either steep or strange, with thousands of peaks... almost invisible 

at a glance. , And there are lakes between some mountain peaks, large or small, there are large ones 

over a million kilometers. 

   And the sky is extremely high...There are endless flying aurora, obviously this treasure land is also 

within the scope of "Colorful Aurora Lake". 

"This is the place of treasures. It is said that it is also the place where the inheritors gather the most." 

Wang Yi glanced around. "The land of treasures, it is said that there are massive treasures, so heavy...I 

don't know how much benefit I can get." Wang Yi's eyes There is a hint of excitement. 

  He has three avatars. The human body signs in for treasure hunting in the place of treasure, and 

other bodies can also maintain cultivation without any delay. 

   "Next, it's time for treasure hunting." Wang Yi flew slowly. 

   Some of the foreign inheritors who returned to the treasure land also noticed the appearance of 

Wang Yi. 

   "The Hunter King is here." 
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   "When I was assassinated, I came to the treasure land to hunt for treasure. The Hunter King is 

really a big heart." 

"What are you afraid of? He has broken through immortality, and he has a treasure in his body. You 

didn't see Venerable Swamp Etcher burning the divine body so desperately just now, but the Hunter 

King still has nothing to do, and the divine body is not weakened, so powerful. , Who can hurt him in the 

land of treasures?" 

   After the battle of the Glory World and the assassination of the Venerable, the Hunting God King is 

now known by all the inheritors of the ancestral sect. 

   The discussion sounded everywhere from time to time. 

   The eyes of the foreign races watching Wang Yi are various, some are amazed, some are envy, 

some are hostile, some are curious... 

  While in the center of his sight, Wang Yi, who has attracted much attention, didn't feel at all, and 

didn't care about the feelings of the aliens around him. 

  To be honest, his current strength may rank as the top in the universe, even the top cosmic 

overlord can hardly shake, and the level has exceeded these alien inheritors. I don't know how much. 

   The thrilling assassination in the eyes of the alien inheritor just now seemed to him just a joke. 

   If you don't want to expose too much at once, let alone grabbing him, Venerable Swamp has 

nothing to do with him. 

Wang Yi flew over many mountain peaks and looked down from a distance. Only on those mountain 

peaks, on the mountainside, in the mountain cols, or beside the lake, on the lake, or even in the lake, 

you can see each and every figure, like flesh and blood, and rocks. Life-like, energy-like life, plant-like 

life...There are countless kinds of life, and there are many special lives. Even some monsters, plant life 

and other huge ones are shrinking. 

   "Interesting, it has become an exhibition of hundreds of millions of ethnic groups." Wang Yi said 

inwardly. 

   "I heard that there are treasures everywhere." Wang Yi glanced around, "In the information, every 

mountain and every lake here contains treasures." 

   then raised his head and looked into the distance. There were very high peaks in the distance. The 

108 peaks were obviously higher than the other peaks. 

   There is the core of the treasure land! 

   The 108 peaks contain the 108 most precious treasures that the ancestors have stored since the 

birth of the universe. 

   However, these 108 treasures... Since the birth of the universe, 42 species have been taken away 

by lucky guys. 



   Among the top 108, any treasure can reach the threshold of the most precious treasure. Many rare 

and precious treasures, even treasures that are extremely helpful for cultivating the way of beasts and 

gods, are also stored in it. 

   The more precious the treasure is, the more complicated the opening conditions are. Because I 

don’t know the opening conditions, I can only look at luck. 

   Some are lucky, maybe the blind cat ran into a dead mouse and got a treasure, then it really 

happened! 

   This is also the reason why a large number of inheritors gather in the land of treasures. 

   Wang Yi pondered, and flew in that direction. 

   On the way, some inheritors saw Wang Yi, but they did not deliberately approached. 

If Wang Yi is still a realm master, there may be people who come to ask for trouble. After all, who is not 

the proud child of the sky, there are many peerless geniuses of all races, that is, there are many 

invincible kings... But one who has just broken through immortality will let the venerable burn his divine 

body desperately The strong who can't afford to hurt, they also have self-knowledge, and won't come 

over to touch the mold. 

   "Huh, humans?" Not far from Wang Yi, a majestic figure flew up from a mountain peak and saw 

Wang Yi approaching at a glance. 

   This is a Venerable. 

  There are many immortal kings in the land of treasures, but there are also many sages of the 

universe. 

After all, many of the inheritors are Universe Venerables, and many of the outer members of the 

Ancestral God Sect are Universe Venerables. Therefore, in the land of treasures... the ratio of the 

immortal kings to the Universe Venerables is almost 1000:1. Those Universe Venerables When the 

people passed, the immortal kings naturally avoided a little bit. 

   "Huh, I hate humans the most." The towering figure flashed a cold light with one eye. 

   He just wanted to rush over, but when he took a closer look, the figure was a bit familiar. 

   "That is the King of Hunting." Venerable Beishan paused slightly and hesitated. 

   This is the current celebrity of the Ancestral God Sect, and Venerable Beishan also knows that the 

story of the hunting king being assassinated by Venerable Swamp was spread too violently, Venerable 

Beishan also understood something, and a trace of fear arose in his heart. 

   "But so what, Master Swamp Etcher can't kill him, maybe it is the most precious effect that human 

beings carry..." Venerable Beishan showed a trace of greed in his eyes. The monster tribe, the zerg tribe, 

and the mechanical tribe have all issued rewards. Those who kill the hunting **** king can get a 

treasure, which has already made countless people jealous. 

  Venerable Beishan is also one of them. 



   "I rushed over and teased him. If you can't kill him, I will make him ashamed." Venerable Beishan's 

towering figure violently accelerated ~www.mtlnovel.com~ and turned into a stream of light and rushed 

towards Wang Yi. 

   At this time, Wang Yi and Venerable Beishan were already very close, Venerable Beishan suddenly 

accelerated, the distance was approaching in an instant, and the two sides were about to collide. 

   "Fuck you!" Wang Yi seemed leisurely, but in fact he was always vigilant in his heart. As soon as 

Venerable Beishan rushed over, he reacted and found Venerable Beishan's intentions, and his heart 

suddenly became furious. 

  A Venerable, dare to pretend to be forceful in front of me? 

   The last one who did this in front of me is already cold. 

   "Boom!" 

   God body amplitude! 

   God body burns! 

   Wang Yi also accelerated in an instant, and violently collided with Venerable Beishan. 

   The two figures collided like lightning. 

   "Boom!!!" 

   Terrible divine power surges. 

"Puff!" Venerable Beishan's smile stiffened on his face for an instant, and a trace of anger appeared in 

his eyes. The divine body seemed to be directly hit by the extremely heavy celestial body. The terrible 

impact was acting on his divine body, making him bear it. The blood spurted out, and the figure flew 

upside down. 

   "Damn! Stupid!" Wang Yi didn't even look at him. After leaving a sentence, it turned into a 

streamer and flew away. 

  Venerable Beishan stayed where he was, his face was ugly and trembling, he wanted to chase 

Wang Yi, but from the collision just now he knew that this was just self-inflicted humiliation. 

   "This human...this human..." Venerable Beishan gritted his teeth. 

Chapter 409: Dissatisfaction of the Venerable 

Wang Yi's kingdom of God. 

   The vast and boundless kingdom of God, like a beautiful dreamland, is even somewhat unreal in 

beauty. 

The nine stars on the horizon sprinkle golden warm light, shining on the undulating ocean of the 

Kingdom of God. There is a huge beautiful island suspended in the sea. A region on the island stands a 

hundred-meter-high chaotic monument, and the flow of time reaches the outside world. Ten thousand 
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times, and Wang Yi's two clones-Youhai clone and Void Zerg clone are all here to comprehend, and 

Wang Yi's Zerg mother emperor and other immortal kings and immortality are also here. 

   One of the benefits of integrating the time world into the kingdom of God is that other lives can 

also come in. 

   As for how much the kingdom of God has been stabilized, Wang Yi doesn't know, anyway, the 

kingdom of God now has surpassed the kingdom of most venerables, and its power is infinite. 

   Above the island, is a towering temple filled with the fluctuations of the original law of fire. 

   And the whole kingdom of God is in the interlayer of space, and it is still growing... 

  …… 

   Wang Yi stepped into immortality, and the news of his assassination swept across the universe like 

a hurricane. The six pinnacle races, the Star Behemoth Alliance, the Northern Frontier Alliance and other 

cosmic superpowers all received the news. 

   The highest point in the virtual universe Thunder Island, the palace in the endless air current. 

   A looming phantom stood in the center of the main hall, and the golden robe figure in front of him 

came out of the endless air current. It was the City Lord of Chaos. 

   "Wang Yi has stepped into immortality, and survived the desperate attack of a venerable, 

unscathed?" Chaos City Lord asked with interest. 

   "Yes, although Wang Yi has not been connected to the virtual universe during this period, the 

virtual universe system cannot know Wang Yi's current situation, but according to intelligence data, 

Wang Yi has indeed entered immortality." said the fuzzy phantom. 

   The Shadow Monarch is the general manager of the Virtual Universe Company and Hongmeng 

Intelligence. During this period of time, Wang Yi's intelligence was also his focus. Therefore, he was able 

to report to the Chaos City Lord when he received the news as soon as possible. 

   After all, Wang Yi belongs to the five pinnacle forces of the human race. 

  The Lord of Chaos City quickly finished reading the materials including the video of the 

assassination scene. When he saw the Venerable Marsh Etcher burning the body attacking Wang Yi 

frantically, his eyes flashed with a bit of killing intent. "Huh! This monster clan alliance is really undead. 

Even the ancestors of the gods dare to do it, and this alien can't stay. I will immediately issue a reward 

for hunting down in the Hongmeng. If I belong to the Hongmeng, if you see this alien, report 

immediately. !" 

   The human race, one of the six peak races in the universe, is not easy to mess with. 

   This time the Demon Race Alliance is about to start with its own genius. If the human race has no 

reaction, it will only be looked down upon by others, so the Chaos City Lord did not hesitate to issue a 

hunt down order. 



   Even if the Venerable Marsh Eclipse is indeed resurrected in the future, he would not dare to show 

his face again in the face of the chase of the human race and the ancestors. 

   "By the way, the city lord, the alien race will definitely plan to attack Wang Yi this time, and the 

next time the method may be more severe...what should we do?" The shadow lord asked for the 

opinion of the Chaos City lord. 

Chaos City Lord said faintly: "Don't worry, since Wang Yi has broken through to immortality, seeing his 

performance in the face of Venerable Swamp, his strength is definitely comparable to Venerable 

Universe, but I don’t know if he is a medium-sized Venerable Universe or a high-level one... With a 

clone, it is still safe in the Patriarchal Cult." 

  The Lord of Chaos City is very confident, because he gifted Wang Yi a palace treasure. With this 

palace treasure, even if the Lord of the Universe wants to attack Wang Yi, he can support one or two, 

and wait for the Lord of Chaos City to rush to the rescue. 

   "Yes." The Shadow Monarch nodded slightly, and then laughed, "Hehe, if those alien races paid a 

big price and finally knew that Wang Yi had a clone, they wouldn't know what their expression would 

be." 

"Yeah." Chaos City Lord smiled, "Wang Yi's opportunity is quite magical. There are many secrets in him. I 

don't know some of them. I think many people underestimate him. I believe that he will give those 

foreign races a big surprise in the future. of." 

   "Since Wang Yi has broken through immortality and is strong, according to the rules, he can choose 

an address on Thunder Island to move in." 

   Chaos City Lord's eyes flashed. 

  …… 

   As for the human race, especially the high-level powerhouses of the Virtual Universe Company, 

mainly the Venerables, they are also discussing the matter of Wang Yi enthusiastically. 

Most people think that although Wang Yi has just stepped into immortality, he should have the power of 

the venerable... so treat him as an equal status. After all, this kind of peerless figure has a high 

probability of breaking through to the venerable in the future. Immortality is so strong. Venerable, how 

can it be? If it becomes the lord of the universe, it will be a super existence standing on the pinnacle of 

the human race...So many of them are thinking about making friends. 

   But some people have different opinions. 

   "This Wang Yi, I heard that he was still the master of the world, so he killed the limit of the king on 

the battlefield outside the territory." 

   "Huh! It's so powerful, it's not because you have a treasure on your body, it doesn't have to be on 

your own!" 

   "Why can he be bestowed the treasure by the race without doing anything!" The tone of a black-

scaly-armored venerate was passionate. "I have been the Venerable Universe for so many years. I have 



worked hard and worked hard for the race. There is no treasure in my body, but the race has given a 

realm master a treasure, maybe more than one!" 

   "Too partial! Even genius Wang Yi can't do this. Doesn't this make us venerables feel chilling?" 

   "Yes, look, Wang Yi is immortal now, and he has the power of the Universe Venerable, and the race 

will only value him more in the future." 

"Hey……" 

   There are more fiercely questionable attitudes. 

   "Do you really think that Wang Yi has the power of the venerable? I don't think so! A video can't 

explain much, at most it is that Wang Yi's defense is relatively strong, what is the true strength of it!" 

   "That's right! Where the Lord is so easy to achieve, it is too small for us!" 

   The entire human race has more than 6,000 Cosmos Venerables, divided into five major forces, 

each of which has thousands of Venerables, and most of these Venerables are now discussing Wang Yi's 

affairs. 

   Some people think that Wang Yi is a peerless genius of the human race, and he will become the 

backbone of the human race in the future~www.mtlnovel.com~ It is not unreasonable to give the most 

treasured self-defense in advance. 

And some people thought that Wang Yi was just a realm master, so they gave the supreme treasure, a 

little too much, if the treasure would not cause their dissatisfaction, but the supreme treasure, even the 

universe overlord, there are not many, most of the venerable There is no treasure, and of course it will 

cause their dissatisfaction. 

   thinks that the ethnic group is partial and unfair in doing things! 

   I don’t think so much, but not a lot! Of the thousands of sages of the entire human race, at least a 

few hundred think so. 

   Of course, the high level of the human race also knows this, but they don't care! 

   There is no need to reprimand and restrict these venerables. After all, a realm master gets the 

treasure. It is indeed a violation of the rules and easily arouses dissatisfaction from others. It is normal 

for these venerables to complain and vent their dissatisfaction. 

The Eclipse Palace Lord also got the news, shook his head, remembering that when he rose up, he also 

got many treasures, and some venerables were jealous of them, but when they became the super 

existence of the human race, the top cosmic hegemon, the voice would be natural. Will disappear, and 

others will be in awe of you. 

   "If you want others to convince you, naturally you have to show strong enough strength to make 

them shut up." The Palace Lord of the Eclipse whispered, "Wang Yi, I don't know which step you can do 

in the future." 



  The Eclipse Palace Master looked at the virtual mail. His disciple Luo Feng had not heard from him 

for thousands of years. If it weren’t for the information that Luo Feng was still alive through the virtual 

universe, he was really worried. 

   "Star Tower..." That is where Luo Feng is now. 

Chapter 410: Thunder Island 

In the place of treasure, Wang Yi had just finished teaching Venerable Beishan, and he was about to fly 

to the 108 high peaks in the center. Suddenly, his mind moved and he received a message from the 

virtual universe. 

   "Chaos City mainly sees me?" Wang Yi smiled slightly, "It should be that what happened on Zijing 

Island was known to the human race." 

   With the virtual universe as a communication artifact, the human race can transmit messages in 

the entire primitive universe with great speed. 

   I am afraid that the virtual universe received the news just as soon as it happened on the Bauhinia 

Island. 

   "The Chaos City Lord and the higher level of the human race should now also know the news of my 

breakthrough in immortality." Wang Yi separated a trace of consciousness and connected to the virtual 

universe, while continuing to fly towards the central mountain. 

  …… 

   Virtual universe, the top of Thunder Island. 

"brush!" 

   Wang Yi's figure appeared out of thin air. He swept his eyes and saw the Chaos City Lord in front of 

the palace. It was obvious that the Chaos City Lord was waiting for him here intentionally. 

   "City Lord." Wang Yi saluted respectfully. 

  The city lord of Chaos, who is a middle-aged man in a golden robe, looked up and down Wang Yi. At 

a glance, he could see that he was different. He smiled and nodded, "It looks like you really made a 

breakthrough." 

   "When the time comes, we will naturally break through." Wang Yi smiled. 

   "If your teacher knows that you have made a breakthrough and achieved such results, you will 

definitely be very happy." City Lord Chaos gave Wang Yi a satisfied look. 

   "The teachers and the city lord taught well." Wang Yi said. 

   "I didn't teach you much." City Lord Chaos laughed slightly and walked towards the cliff. "You come 

with me." 

   Wang Yi obediently followed behind, already faintly guessing in his heart. 

   The two walked to the edge of the cliff in tandem, and Chaos City Lord said, "Come here to me." 
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  Wang Yi just stepped forward and stood side by side with the Chaos City Lord, overlooking the 

bottom, the air flow was filled below, and he could faintly see the palaces and the Yuxiang Mountain 

further away. 

"This Thunder Island is inhabited by all the immortal gods of my virtual universe company." Chaos City 

Lord looked down below and exclaimed, "The countless palaces on Thunder Island are those immortal. 

And the mountainside of the central mountain range of Thunder Island...the palace on the mountainside 

On the other hand, the Lord of the Universe is inhabited, and the palace on the top of the mountain is 

the Lord of the Universe. Some powerful overlords of the universe are also on the top of the mountain." 

   Wang Yi nodded slightly, he already knew these information. 

   And Chaos City Lord, as the strongest and first in power of the virtual universe company, naturally 

lives on the highest point of the mountain. 

   Wang Yi couldn't help but think of a sentence: He will be the top of the mountain, looking at the 

mountains and small mountains. 

   Being able to have a palace on the top of the mountain at the highest point of Thunder Island also 

represents standing among the top powerhouses in the universe. 

   Chaos City Lord continued, "Since you have stepped into immortality, you are also eligible to 

choose an address here." 

   "Although you didn't make a move, but I guess you should have the strength of the Universe 

Venerable. You can choose a location on the mountainside and build a palace." 

   Many of Wang Yi’s messages are top secret, and only the highest level of the human race and a 

few related venerables know about it. Therefore, the Chaos City Lord knows Wang Yi’s strength very 

well and has confidence in Wang Yi, which does not mean that others are the same. 

   "Yes." Since the Lord of Chaos City had an order, Wang Yi agreed very simply. 

   "Each Universe Master will have an independent plane space as his territory." Chaos City Lord said, 

"Wait a moment, I will also arrange a plane space for you." 

   Chaos City Lord looked at Wang Yi differently, and all treatments were arranged according to the 

specifications of the Venerable Universe. 

"Venerable Universe is already regarded as the backbone of the human race, as a high-level person. The 

human race participates in the governance of many things." Chaos City Lord looked at Wang Yi and said, 

"Normal Universe Venerables can join the highest meeting of my human race! But, you are now After 

all, it's just an immortal name!" 

   "The palace of Thunder Island, the planes in the virtual universe, these are all arranged within my 

virtual universe company, and I can call the shots." 

   "But the highest meeting place of my human race is determined by the human race. My Virtual 

Universe Company cannot be the master." Chaos City Lord said. 

   Wang Yi nodded silently. 



   The highest meeting... That is the highest meeting that the "Universe Venerables" of the human 

race and the super beings above are qualified to participate. Many major events involving the human 

race will be discussed in it. 

  Wang Yi wants to truly join the Supreme Council, but he has to prove himself in a battle with 

enough gold. Prove that he should have the status of a cosmic sage. 

   After all, there is no record, who would believe it? 

  Like Venerable Swamp, killed by Wucai Aurora Lake, Wang Yi dodged hard resistance throughout 

the entire process, and did not show real strength at all, so of course he would be questioned by many 

people. 

   After all, human beings are not special beings, and it is difficult for them to appear against the sky. 

   Universe Venerable and Immortality... These are completely two levels. 

   Immortality is a small soldier, cannon fodder, a future strong, and a mentor for training the next 

generation of strong! 

  Venerable Universe, is the backbone of the race! 

   The overlord of the universe, the lord of the universe, is the backbone of the race! 

   Chaos City Lord saw Wang Yi's thoughtful expression and said, "It seems that you already 

understand, then you can go to the mountainside and choose a place." 

  …… 

   Wang Yi bid farewell to Chaos City Lord, and came to the mountainside to choose a place to build 

his palace. 

In fact, there are not many people halfway up the mountain. After all, the human race has only a few 

thousand sages, scattered among the five major forces, and the Thunder Island of the Virtual Universe 

Company is just over a thousand. The area is very wide, with extremely majestic mountains, and palaces 

are located there. Each palace complex is hundreds of thousands of kilometers or even millions of 

kilometers in diameter. But it also seemed to be a little embellishment in the mountainside. 

  Wang Yi was flying to find a suitable place to build. He didn't have any venerable friends, and he 

didn't plan to be next to him. He wanted to find a remote and quiet place to build the palace. 

   "Wang Yi!" A wild voice sounded from behind. 

   "Huh?" Wang Yi looked back, and a figure flew in the distance, but he was a tall and burly man with 

golden armor and golden retriever looks familiar. 

   Wang Yi couldn't help but smiled, "It turned out to be King Zhenyan...Ah, no, it should be called 

Venerable Zhenyan now." 

   Zhenyan is Luo Feng’s first de facto teacher in Virtual Universe, and he is also the one who has the 

deepest relationship with Luo Feng. 



   Being a teacher for one day, and a father for life, this is a profound interpretation of Zhenyan. 

   Because Wang Yi and Luo Feng had a good friendship, Zhen Yan also knew that his disciple had 

such a good friend, and had met several times before, so he was familiar. 

Venerable Zhenyan flew to Wang Yi, grinning with two white fangs, and smiled, "I heard that you have 

broken through immortality, why did you come here? Oh, should you choose the address of the 

palace?" Venerable Zhenyan suddenly road. 

   "Then you chose the wrong place, you are immortal, you should go to build a palace under the 

mountain." 

   If it is ordinary immortality, it is not qualified to fly on the mountainside, like the servants in the 

palace of the cosmos, they are just walking within the scope of the palace. 

   Wang Yi smiled and said: "Yes, it was the Lord of Chaos who asked me to find a place on the 

mountainside to build a palace." 

   Zhenyan blinked. 

  Wang Yi actually wanted to build a palace on the mountainside, and an immortal palace was built 

on the mountainside where only the Venerable can live. Is there such a precedent before? 

   But since this is the words of the Chaos City Lord, although Zhen Yan is careless, but he is also a 

careful man, of course he will not be so stupid to express doubts directly in front of Wang Yi. 

   It doesn’t matter to him, it’s none of my business. Venerable Zhenyan thought so. 

 


